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Epidermal growth factor (EGF) is a peptide which effects the growth and/or 
differentiated functions of many cell types. Several pieces of evidence indicate 
that EGF and its receptor may play a role in carcinogenesis. Functional and 
structural characteristics of EGF and its receptor and their relationship to trans- 
forming proteins are discussed. EGF has extensive homology with alpha-trans- 
forming growth factor (alpha-TGF), which may actually be an embryonic form of 
EGF. Nevertheless, both EGF and alpha-TGF elicit transformation-associated 
phenotypes in target cells under certain conditions. 

EGF effects are mediated by a receptor present on the plasma membrane. The 
EGF receptor is a highly complex protein having several functions in addition to 
binding EGF in a highly specific manner. One of these functions is to phosphory- 
late tyrosyl residues on certain proteins. This activity is similar to that expressed 
by the src family of oncogene-encoded proteins. Besides sharing functional ho- 
mology the EGF receptor also exhibits structural homology to several oncogene- 
encoded proteins. The v-erb-B-transforming protein has a striking extent of ho- 
mology (95 %) to the cytoplasmic portion of the EGF receptor. These data support 
the concept that some aspect of EGF-stimulated metabolism is involved in cellular 
transformation. 

Key words: epidermal growth factor, transforming growth factors, carcinogenesis, oncogenes, cell 
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Epidermal growth factor (EGF) is a 6,023 molecular weight (MW) polypeptide 
which effects the growth and/or differentiated functions of a wide variety of tissues 
in addition to the epidermis [ 1,2]. In certain cases EGF effects on cells are separable 
from its growth stimulatory properties. For example, EGF enhances the production 
of chorionic gonadotropin and progesterone in choriocarcinoma cells in the absence 
of mitogenic stimulation [3,4]. 
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High levels of EGF are produced in the salivary glands of mice but at lower 
levels in other animals [5]. Ablation of the salivary gland does not reduce plasma 
EGF levels [6]; thus other sites must also produce EGF. Localization of EGF in the 
duodenal and prostate glands and the brain indicates that these tissues may also 
produce EGF [7-lo]. Unequivocal evidence that EGF is synthesized at these sites 
would require the demonstration of in vitro biosynthesis of EGF in tissue slices and 
the presence of mRNA for EGF in the cells. The recent finding that EGF in the blood 
is predominantly located in platelets [11,12] suggests that EGF may play a role in 
wound healing. In fact, EGF has been found to promote the healing of corneal 
wounds [ 131 and skin [ 141. 

It is still somewhat unclear as to what role EGF plays in various tissues in the 
body. This is because of the inability of investigators to dramatically lower EGF 
levels in the body by removal of the salivary gland [6] and the lack of genetic mutants 
which have altered EGF metabolism. The absence of genetic mutants may be due to 
the possibility that this would be a lethal mutation. The presence of EGF receptors in 
a wide variety of cell types makes it likely that EGF plays a role in almost every 
tissue in the body both during development and in the adult. 

At least part of salivary gland EGF function is to control acid secretion in the 
stomach; ablation of this gland causes an increased incidence of gastric ulcers in the 
presence of a chemical irritant [ 161. Administration of EGF directly inhibits acid 
secretion from the parietal cells of the stomach [17]. In fact, urogastrone has now 
been identified as the human form of EGF [ 18,191. Some unanswered questions about 
the role of salivary gland EGF are: (1) Why are salivary gland levels of EGF much 
higher in mice than humans, (2) Why are these levels testosterone dependent and, (3) 
Why do these levels parallel those of nerve growth factor and renin [20,21]. 

Preliminary studies indicate that EGF metabolism may be affected in certain 
disease states. Placenta membranes from streptozotocin diabetic mothers contained 
fewer EGF receptors [22]. The uppermost cell layers of psoriatic skin contain EGF 
receptors whereas in normal skin they are nearly absent [23-251. A child with 
Donohue syndrome (leprechaunism) was found to have urine EGF levels fivefold 
higher than control children [26]. Many cancer cells have altered EGF receptor levels 
[reviewed in 271. 

Interest in the EGF system has mushroomed now that it has been shown that 
EGF and its receptor may play a role in carcinogenesis [27]. This review will discuss 
structural and functional characteristics of EGF and its receptor and how these 
characteristics relate to transforming proteins. 

STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF EGF AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO 
TRANSFORMING GROWTH FACTORS 

EGF (Table I) isolated from mouse salivary glands has been purified and 
extensively characterized. Purification may be achieved by (1) acidic extraction of 
male submaxillary glands followed by Bio Gel P- 10 and diethylaminoethylcellulose 
ion exchange chromatography [28] or (2) by reverse-phase high-performance liquid 
chromatography [29-311. An “alpha” and “beta” form of EGF were identified in 
two of these reports. Fast purification in the presence of pepstatin prevented the 
formation of “beta” EGF [29], indicating it is a proteolytic product of “alpha” EGF. 
The “beta” form is missing a terminal arginine [31] and was reported to have a 2.5- 
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TABLE I. Comparison of Peptides With EGF Activity* 
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50 
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VVGF R C Q H V  V D Y Q R S E N P N T  

*The sequences of mouse EGF (mEGF), human EGF (hEGF), rat TGF (rTGF), human TGF (hTGF), and vaccinia 
virus growth factor (VVGF) aligned to allow maximal homology. Dashes represent spaces to allow optimal 
alignment. Invariant residues between the peptides are boxed. The VVGF sequence has been truncated at the amino 
end (. . .) where it extends for 20 more amino acids. 

mEGF 
hEGF 

25 

1 
fold lower activity as measured by the stimulation of thymidine incorporation in 
fibroblasts [29]. No difference in mitogenicity between the two forms was observed 
in palatal mesenchymal cells [32]. Purification of human EGF (urogastrone) requires 
a different purification protocol from mouse EGF [33]. 

Certain transformed cell lines produce EGF-like proteins (termed alpha-trans- 
forming growth factors, or alpha-TGFs) which interact with the EGF receptor and 
mimic EGF actions. These actions include binding to the receptor, stimulation of 
autophosphorylation and degradation of the receptor, and stimulation of cell prolifer- 
ation [34-381. In conjunction with beta-TGF, alpha-TGF allows normal cells to grow 
in soft agar, a phenotype which is a strong correlate of malignancy. EGF may be 
substituted for alpha-TGF in this assay [39]. Structurally human alpha-TGF shares 
only 40% homology with human EGF whereas it shares 92% homology with rat 
alpha-TGF (Table I). The homology of human EGF with mouse EGF is 70% [18, 
40-421. The DNA sequences encoding alpha-TGF were observed in normal cells [42] 
indicating that it is an inappropriately expressed, unmodified normal protein. The 
presence of TGF-like activity in embryos [43] suggests the possibility that it is an 
embryonic form of EGF. It should be noted that beta-TGF is also expressed in normal 
cells [44-46]. 

Another peptide which interacts with the EGF receptor is vaccinia virus growth 
factor (VVGF) [47-501. This factor is encoded by the vaccinia virus, a DNA virus in 
the poxvirus family. This virus usually kills the host cell rapidly and is not generally 
considered to be a transforming virus. VVGF binds to the EGF receptor with a higher 
affinity than EGF itself and also stimulates autophosphorylation of the receptor and 
cell growth. It is presently unclear what role VVGF plays in viral replication or in 
disease. 
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Little is known about how EGF binds to its receptor. Amino acid sequence 
homology between EGF and alpha-TGFs from different species and VVGF should 
indicate what aspects of their structures are important for binding. The most con- 
served area is the third loop extending from residues 32 to 41. In the rest of the 
molecule a great deal of variability exists not only in amino acid identity but also in 
class (ie, charge and polarity) (see Table I). One relatively invariant feature is the 
presence and position of the cysteine residues in the molecules. Thus, these disulfide 
bonds must be necessary for correct conformation of EGF to bind to its receptor. 
Evidence in support of this hyothesis is that cleavage of the disulfide bonds greatly 
reduces the activity of EGF. The sequence of the amino acids around the disulfide 
bonds may actually be more important than the ring structures formed by them. 
Breakage of the second peptide ring at glutamate 24 with Staphylococcus aureus V8 
protease actually increased the activity of EGF by approximately twofold whereas 
breakage of the same ring with cyanogen bromide at methionine [21] reduces activity 
by greater than 96% [39,51]. This difference could be due to the fact that cyanogen 
bromide cleavage occurs next to a disulfide bond as well as causing a modification of 
a methionine residue. It is not clear which of these modifications results in inhibitory 
activity. Another piece of evidence which supports the importance of the tetravalent 
amino acid sequence around disulfide bonds is that the amino acid sequence is most 
conserved in these areas. 

The least homology between molecules which bind to the EGF receptor exists 
at the first five amino terminal residues and the last six carboxy terminal residues, 
implying that these residues probably are not involved in the recognition of the 
receptor. In support of this hypothesis, a precursor form of EGF which has an 
additional 27K molecular weight peptide attached to its amino-terminal end has 
similar activity to 6,053 molecular weight EGF in vitro as indicated by binding and 
stimulation of thymidine incorporation of fibroblasts [52-541. Additionally, conjuga- 
tion of either ferritin or fluorescein isothiocyanate to EGF still allows some, albeit 
reduced, receptor binding and biological activity [55,56]. Thus the amino terminus 
must face away from the binding site of the receptor. It is also likely that the carboxy 
terminal end of EGF also faces away from the binding site since TGFs are four amino 
acids shorter and VVGF is five amino acids longer than EGF yet they have as high 
(or higher) affinity for the EGF receptor. However, the carboxy terminal arginine of 
EGF is necessary for the association of EGF with its binding protein (arginine 
esterase) and immunosuppressive activity in vivo [57, 581. Elimination of the arginine 
has no effect on inhibition of gastric acid secretion, or the potentiation of eyelid 
opening or tooth eruption activities [ 18,28,59]. 

Another approach in investigating what aspects of the EGF molecule are impor- 
tant for binding and activating its receptor is to produce EGF fragments or synthetic 
peptides. Interestingly, a peptide from a relatively unconserved region of EGF (resi- 
dues 20-31) was found to bind and activate the EGF receptor albeit with low activity 
(0.01 % of EGFs) [60]. A peptide made up of the third loop of alpha-TGF (residues 
34-43), which is highly conserved among the EGF-like proteins, also had the capacity 
to bind to the receptor (with 0.2% of the affinity of EGF when the amino and carboxyl 
terminal groups were blocked) but, in contrast, it did not stimulate fibroblast prolif- 
eration even at high receptor occupancy levels. In the presence of EGF the peptide 
acted as an antagonist of cell growth [61]. 
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EGF SYNTHESIS 

The molecular details of EGF synthesis have not been completely described. 
Certain events can be predicted from the sequence of the messenger RNA encoding 
the EGF precursor (Fig. 1A) [62-641. The messenger RNA has a single reading 
frame of 3,396 bases, predicting that the precursor is a very large protein consisting 
of 1,217 amino acids and having a molecular weight of 127K. Gray et al. predicted a 
slightly shorter sequence due to the addition of a single nucleotide at position 3,701, 
causing a frame shift. The amino end of the predicted precursor protein has a sequence 
of hydrophobic amino acids (residues 7- 19) which resembles a signal peptide, which 
would allow the protein to be translated at the endoplasmic reticulum. The precursor 
protein may initially be a membrane protein since the mRNA sequence predicts a 
membrane-spanning segment (residues 1,039-1,059) at the carboxyl end of the mol- 
ecule with a 157 amino acid segment remaining inside the cell. EGF is trimmed from 
the rest of the precursor protein at both ends of the molecule by an arginine esterase. 
This has been shown by the association of EGF with arginine esterase in a high 
molecular weight complex in vivo, production of EGF from pro-EGF forms by 
arginine esterase but not other proteases, and the presence of arginine at the terminal 
amino acid position of both EGF and the peptide preceding it [62-661. 

With such a large precursor protein, the question arises as to what other 
functional peptides might be present and what their function might be. For example, 
enkephalin, corticotropin, and B-lipotropin share a common precursor protein [67]. 
Since an arginine esterase exists in a high molecular weight complex with EGF [65, 
671, potentially its amino acid sequence could be incorporated within the EGF 
precursor protein; but upon close examination, no homologous sequences were found. 
NGF and renin amino acid sequences, which are produced in equimolar quantities as 
EGF in the submaxillary gland [20,21], were also not present within the EGF 
precursor protein sequence. It should be noted that the NGF gene has been localized 
to human chromosome 1, whereas the EGF gene is on human chromosome number 4 
[69,70]. Interestingly, much of the pro-EGF molecule is composed of nine sequences, 
each of which has significant homology to EGF itself. However, only one of the 
peptides is bounded by arginine or lysine residues, making it unlikely that they are 
expressed in an EGF-like form. 

A I 2 3  4 5 6 7  

b 

0 

Fig. 1. Peptide coding portions of mRNA for EGF and its receptor markers for amino acid residue 
number are placed below each sequence. The putative positions of the signal- and membrane-spanning 
regions are designated with an S and an M, respectively. A) EGF. EGF-like sequences are designated as 
letters a-i [64] or 1-7 [62] .  Peptides a and b have minimal homology with EGF. Peptides X and Y have 
homology with each other. B) EGF receptor. The probable presence of carbohydrate side chains is 
indicated by the letter C. The presence of phosphoaminoacyl linkages is designated by the letter P (PY 
= phosphotyrosine, and PT = phosphothreonine). The binding site of an analog of ATP, FSBA, is 
shown. Highly susceptible sites for tryptic cleavage (shown experimentally) are designated. Vertical 
lines indicate the position of cysteine residues which may be involved in disulfide bonds. 
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One study indicates that the EGF precursor may be left intact, possibly as a 
membrane protein, in kidney cells [71]. Under the same condition where precursor 
fragments and the finished EGF product is observed in submaxillary gland slices, 
only one protein of 130K molecular weight is observed in kidney slices. An alternative 
explanation is that processing and secretion of EGF occurs much more rapidly in the 
kidney than in the submaxillary gland. The possibility that the EGF precursor may be 
processed differently and have completely different functions in two different tissues 
is very intriguing. 

Similarities of certain portions of the EGF precursor, excluding the EGF 
sequence, have been observed with the LDL receptor and the v-mos oncogene- 
encoded protein [72-741. A cysteine-rich extracellular segment of the low density 
lipoprotein (LDL) receptor (residues 290-640 in the 839 amino acid protein) shares 
33% homology with the extracellular portion of the EGF precursor (residues 399- 
746) [72]. The homologous areas do not include the LDL binding site or EGF. 
Neither protein shares homology with the EGF receptor. One possibility is that EGF 
and LDL descended from the same ancestral protein [73]. This is not too surprising 
since the EGF precursor is most likely a membrane-bound protein before processing 
[62,63]. A cytoplasmic segment of the EGF precursor (residues 1,127-1,174) shares 
36% homology with a portion (residues 317-360) of the protein product of v-mos, the 
oncogene of Moloney murine sarcoma virus [74]. The sequence of the mos gene is 
related to the tyrosine kinase family of oncogenes but its protein product has not yet 
been shown to have this activity. The EGF precursor does not contain the Gly-X-Gly- 
X-X-Gly ATP binding sequence so it is probably not itself a kinase. 

Although the possibility that the EGF precursor protein may encode functional 
peptides in addition to EGF is interesting, it is also possible that most of the protein 
simply represents vestigial sequences. The presence of multiple copies of EGF-like 
sequences as well as an LDL receptor-like sequence indicates that EGF may be 
encoded in an unstable region of DNA which readily undergoes unequal crossing 
over. In this light, it is also interesting to note that alpha-TGF and the EGF receptor 
are highly conserved between species whereas EGF is not. Further work is needed to 
determine what peptides are actually produced and what they do. 

THE EGF RECEPTOR 

The receptor for EGF has five major roles. The first is the specific recognition 
of EGF. The receptor binds to EGF with an affinity of lo-" to lo-' M [75-771. 
This affinity can change when cells are treated with a variety of hormones and 
carcinogens (discussed below). 

The second function of the receptor is to transmit the binding signal from the 
extracellular face of the receptor to the cytoplasmic, enzymatic face of the receptor. 
Little is known about this function other than it can occur at 0°C or in the presence 
of detergent [78-SO]. One possible mechanism of signal transmission traversing the 
lipid bilayer is receptor clustering. Clustering of a2macroglobulin receptors has been 
shown to occur at 4°C [81]. However, no evidence of clustering has been seen with 
EGF receptors at this temperature [55]. Another possible mechanism is an intramo- 
lecular conformational change within the EGF receptor molecule itself. Signals may 
also be transmitted from the cytoplasmic face of the receptor to the extracellular face. 
This may be how a variety of substances indirectly inhibit EGF binding (Fig. 2). 
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The third function of the receptor is to transmit the signal from the cytoplasmic 
face of the receptor to other proteins in the cell. This function is most likely carried 
out by a protein kinase activity of the receptor. This protein kinase has the capacity 
to form an unusual (less than 0.03 % in nontransformed cells) [82] phosphoaminoacyl 
linkage, with tryosine residues. The receptor phosphorylates a wide variety of pro- 
teins (Table 11) as well as phosphorylating itself, which may produce still another 
signal such as for clustering of the receptors. Perhaps a phosphorylated fragment of 
the receptor may act as an intracellular messenger of EGF action. 

In vivo, phosphorylation of serine and threonine residues is also increased by 
EGF [83-851; however, since EGF increases the activty of the calcium- and phospho- 
lipid-dependent C-kinase which is a serine and threonine protein kinase [86] (and see 
Fig. 2) this may be a secondary effect. Tyrosyl protein kinase activity is probably an 
integral part of the EGF receptor itself. This was shown by demonstrating the 
copurification of EGF binding activity with EGF-stimulated kinase activity immuno- 
precipitation of kinase activity with specific antibodies and the presence of an ATP 
binding site within the EGF receptor [75,87-901. 

The EGF receptor protein kinase utilizes as substrates ATP or GTP and proteins 
or peptides containing tyrosines preceded by acidic residues [80,86,91]. Known 
substrates are listed in Table 11. Tyrosine is not a substrate for the kinase [95]. The 
EGF receptor kinase also requires a metal cofactor for activity as do most phospho- 
transferases. Manganese is the most active metal and magnesium, cobalt or zinc can 
support kinase activity at high concentrations; a combination of manganese and 
magnesium allows the highest activity [78-80,93,94]. 

The fourth function of the receptor is to respond to the physiological state of the 
cell. Exposure of cells to platelet-derived growth factor, vasopressin, fibroblast- 
derived growth factor, 0-adrenergic agonists, dibutyryl cyclic AMP, colostral factor, 
calmodulin antagonists, prostaglandin A1 and A2, cholecystokinin-octapeptide, phor- 
bol esters, aplysiatoxin, teleocidin, benzopyrene, and vitamin K may cause a decrease 

EGF 
I epi nephri ne 

kinase C ' protein.  kinase 

Fig. 2. Mechanisms by which factors indirectly inhibit EGF receptor activity. Factors such as platelet- 
derived growth factor (PDGF) interact with their receptor (.) to cause an increase in diacylglycerol 
(DAG) and calcium levels. These factors activate protein kinase C which then phosphorylates the EGF 
receptor (D) to inhibit both binding and kinase activities. EGF receptor activation also leads to an 
increase in DAG and calcium levels which subsequently causes a decrease in receptor activity. Tumor 
promoters such as phorbol esters can penetrate the cell membrane and directly activate protein kinase C. 
Another metabolic pathway which interacts with the EGF receptor involves CAMP-dependent protein 
kinase. Ligands such as epinephrine interact with their receptor (A) to stimulate adenyl cylase activity, 
which then causes a rise in cAMP levels. This rise then increases the activity of the CAMP-dependent 
protein kinase which phosphorylates and possibly directly decreases EGF receptor activity. Drugs such 
as dibutyryl cAMP (bt2cAMP) can penetrate the cell membrane and directly activate the CAMP- 
dependent protein kinase. 
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TABLE 11. EGF-Stimulated Protein Phosphorylation* 

Reference 

80K, 60K, and 22.5K (A-431 membranes) 1781 
36K (A-431 cytosol) [ 171,1721 
80K, 40K, 20K (A431 membranes; 20K protein [I731 

36K (human fibroblast membranes); 70K, 30K-40K 1741 

130K (rat liver) [I751 
42K and 36K (human colon adenocarcinoma cells) [ 1761 

Histone, casein, phosvitin, ribonuclease [80,91,94] 
Tubulin [751 
Myosin regulatory light chain [91,177] 
Angiotensin [I781 
Middle T antigen-transforming protein of polyoma virus [ 1791 
Gastrin- 17 U801 
Acidic polypeptides [94,181] 
Human growth hormone t 1821 
Peptide homologous to the autophosphorylation site of 

In Vitro 

phosphorylation is fibronectin stimulated) 

(glial cell membranes) 

Insulin receptor (95K), tropnin I 1911 

[9 1,92,183] 
Row-sarcoma-transforming protein 

Harvey-sarcoma-transforming protein 
Antibody from Rous tumor-bearing animals 
p2 1 tridecapeptide (from Harvey and Kirsten) sarcoma- 

Peptide homologous to the autophosphorylation site of ~ 8 4 1  

[ 185,1861 
t 1821 

transforming viruses 
In Vivo 

36K and 81K (A431 cells) 
36K (3T3 cells) u901 

[141,187-1891 

43K and 45K (3T3 cells) 
22K (3T3-Ll adipocyte cytosolic protein) 

[1911 
~ 9 2 1  

ATP-citrate lyase, 46K (hepatocytes) [931 
40K and 42K (chicken embryo fibroblasts) 
40s ribosomal protein S6 (3T3 cells) 

[190,193] 
[ 194,1951 

*In all cases the 170K receptor and occasionally the 150K receptor is phosphorylated in response to 
EGF. 

in the affinity of the receptor for EGF [95-1081. General characteristics of this 
inhibition are that it is very rapid, it does not occur at low temperatures, and it can be 
overcome by the use of high levels of EGF (approximately 100 ng/ml). Furthermore, 
phorbol esters, aplysiatoxin, and teleocidin have been shown to inhibit EGF-stimu- 
lated kinase activity even at high EGF concentrations, indicating an effect on the 
kinase site independent from their effect on binding [ 1081. 

Several of the factors known to change EGF receptor affinity are also known to 
activate either protein kinase C or the CAMP-dependent protein kinase. For example, 
dibutyryl CAMP and phorbol esters directly activate the CAMP-dependent protein 
kinase and protein kinase C ,  respectively. Beta-adrenergic agents activate adenyl 
cyclase, which produces CAMP, which then activates the CAMP-dependent protein 
kinase. Platelet-derived growth factor increases calcium and diacylglycerol levels, 
both which activate protein kinase C [109]. Thus, modulation of receptor activity may 
be depicted as shown in Figure 2. It is not clear, however, why certain factors such 
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as insulin, which should also activate protein kinase C, do not alter EGF receptor 
affinity, and why activators of CAMP-dependent protein kinase do not alter EGF 
receptor affinity in all cell types (personal observation). 

The fifth function of the receptor is to form macromolecular clusters after 
binding to EGF [55,56,110]. It is not clear whether clustering involves self-recogni- 
tion (Fig. 3A) or recognition of another protein arranged in pits at the membrane 
surface (Fig. 3B). The latter possibility seems more likely since different receptors 
can be internalized in the same vesicle [ 11 1,1121. After clustering and internalization, 
the receptor may be degraded or transported within the cell depending on cell type 
[113-1171. EGF function in the cell may determine whether the receptor is degraded 
or recycled. Although EGF is thought to be primarily a mitogen for cells, some cells 
must have a role in EGF transport. High levels of EGF are found in sweat, milk, and 
urine [118]; in urine and milk it has been shown that at least some of the EGF is 
sequestered from the plasma [115-1181. Most membrane carrier proteins such as the 
LDL receptor are recycled [ 1191. In addition, a degradation function may take place 
in the liver [ 116,1171. 

Recently, endonuclease activity has been found to partially copurify with the 
EGF receptor [ 120,1211. The endonuclease does not seem to be an integral part of the 
receptor itself but may bind to the EGF receptor as a substrate. The Rous sarcoma 
virus-transforming gene product, pp60 src, and rat liver TPK75, both tyrosine 

B lgz - M - 
. 

. . .  
I l l  

W 

Fig. 3. Two hypothetical mechanisms by which EGF receptors cluster in response to EGF. A) Self- 
aggregation model. EGF alters the conformation of the unactivated receptor (i) at two different sites (ii) 
so that the receptor binds to other receptors forming a cluster (iii). Autophosphorylation may substitute 
for a conformational change as a signal. B) Binding protein model. Binding of EGF to its receptor (i) 
causes a conformational change or autophosphorylation (ii) allowing the receptor to bind a protein 
located in a coated pit thus causing a cluster (iii). 
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kinases, have been shown to phosphorylate topoisomerases and inhibit their activity 
[ 1221. Topoisomerases are related to endonucleases in that they must nick the DNA 
strands before reannealing the ends. Thus, a similar function can be envisioned for 
the EGF receptor tyrosine kinase. EGF, however, does not inhibit or activate the 
copurified endonuclease activity [ 1211. In whole cells EGF seems to increase topoiso- 
merase activity [ 1231. 

STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF THE EGF RECEPTOR 

The EGF receptor from several tissues and species has been shown to have a 
MW of 170K. Early studies identified a second EGF binding species with an MW of 
150K. It is now known that the 150K form of the receptor is a product of proteolytic 
digestion by a calcium-activated protease and is preventable by the addition of EGTA, 
leupeptin, and/or iodoacetic acid to the cell-homogenizing buffer [ 124,1251. Since the 
EGF receptor is a phosphoprotein, it can have different charges; in A-431 cells grown 
in 10% fetal calf serum the average PI of the molecule is 7 [ 1261. 

The receptor is a transmembrane protein with an EGF binding domain facing 
the outside of the cell and a protein-kinase domain facing the inside of the cell [127, 
1281; there is no direct evidence as to where the endonuclease activity or clustering 
sites are located; however, they would most likely be located on the inside of the cell. 
The receptor is glycosylated on its extracellular surface and is phosphorylated on its 
intracellular surface (Fig. 1B). Glycosylation makes the receptor extremely resistant 
to proteolytic digestion in intact cells. No decrease in binding activity or molecular 
weight was observed upon treatment of whole cells with trypsin, papain, or chymo- 
trypsin [ 127-1291. This resistance to proteolytic digestion would be very important in 
order to maintain activity in cells lining the digestive system. 

Phosphorylated amino acid residues of the EGF receptor include serine, threo- 
nine, and tyrosine. Phosphotyrosine is a highly unusual residue and is a product of 
autophosphorylation by EGF receptor kinase activity [ 130-1321. Phosphoserine and 
phosphothreonine may be products of protein kinase C and CAMP-dependent protein 
kinase [ 133-1351. 

Recently, the cDNA sequence of the EGF receptor has been determined [132] 
and thus certain structural aspects of the EGF receptor can be predicted. The amino 
acid backbone is predicted to 1,210 amino acids long with an MW of 134K. Thus the 
remaining molecular weight of the receptor is due to attached carbohydrate residues. 
This prediction is in agreement with data showing that cells treated with inhibitors of 
protein glycosylation such as tunicamycin or glucosamine produce an EGF receptor 
of 135K MW [137-1391. A hydrophobic sequence from residue 622 to 644 probably 
represents the transmembrane domain of the receptor. The extracellular portion of 
the molecule would then be 621 residues long or 69K MW and the intracellular 
portion of the molecule would then be 542 residues long or 60K MW. 

Partial proteolysis has enabled some mapping of the active domains of the 
receptor. O'Keefe and colleagues [ 1411 determined several proteolytic domains of the 
receptor by subjecting the receptor which had been previously labeled covalently with 
'251-EGF to protease (oxidized but not native EGF will covalently bind to the receptor 
in a specific manner). Fragments of 150K, 130K, 85K, 48K, 35K, and 25K MW 
were observed. Since the 25K MW fragment was still attached to the plasma mem- 
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brane, this implies that at least part of the binding site must consist of or be near the 
inner one third of the extracellular chain. 

Protein kinase activity of the receptor was examined after partial proteolysis by 
measuring the phosphorylation of a 13 amino acid peptide analogous to the src 
autophosphorylation site [ 1421. A 42K fragment retained kinase activity although its 
activity was reduced by 72 % . Although this peptide contains the ATP binding site, as 
it must for a protein kinase to be active, its precise location within the peptide is not 
yet known. In contrast, Chinkers and Brugge [143] found that kinase activity disap- 
peared in parallel with the appearance of 30K and 40K fragments. Comparison of the 
EGF receptor sequence to that of the known ATP binding site of the src kinase and 
CAMP-dependent protein kinase indictes that EGF receptor glycine residues 695, 
697, and 700 and lysine 721 are involved in ATP binding [144,145]. This prediction 
is supported by the finding that 5’-p-fluorosulfonylbenzoyl adenosine (FSBA), an 
analog of ATP, covalently binds to lysine 721 [ 1461. 

The major in vitro as well as in vivo phosphorylated tyrosyl sites are lost upon 
proteolysis of the receptor to the 150K fragment whereas most of the phosphoserine 
and phosphothreonine residues are retained [ 142,1431. The phosphotyrosine sites of 
the receptor are located in tyrosine 1,068; 1,148; and 1,173 [132]. In intact A-431 
cells, EGF predominantly stimulates the phosphorylation of tyrosine 1,173 (tenfold). 
Localization of the major phosphotyrosyl sites to the terminal, 20K portion of the 
receptor is intriguing in view that (1) calcium-activated protease clips off from the 
receptor a 20K fragment; (2) phosphatidylinositol turnover is increased in response 
to EGF binding; (3) phosphatidylinositol activates calcium-activated protease; and (4) 
the receptor is known to be degraded after binding EGF [ 113,114,124,147,148]. Thus 
a mechanism by which a phosphorylated peptide could be released in order to act as 
a second messenger of EGF is possible. 

One of the phosphothreonine sites has been identified to be located at threonine 
654 [149]. This particular residue has special significance since it is the only new 
phosphoamino acid which appears after treatment of A-431 cells with phorbol esters, 
which reduces receptor affinity and decreases kinase activity. Since threonine 654 is 
close to the putative transmembrane portion of the receptor it is in ideal location to 
perturb both kinase and binding activities. It should be emphasized however, that 
phorbol esters also increase the extent of phosphorylation of other amino acids; thus 
these residues may also play a role in phorbol ester function. 

Interestingly, EGF stimulates the phosphorylation of its receptor at some of the 
same sites as protein kinase C in whole cells [139]. Thus, if phosphorylation of these 
sites decreases receptor affinity for EGF as well as decreasing kinase activity, EGF 
may in effect be “down regulating” its receptors without degrading them. In fact, 
different phosphorylation states of the receptor may explain the presence of two or 
more classes of receptors (with different affinities) in Scatchard plots. 

EGF RECEPTOR HETEROGENEITY 

It is not yet clear as to whether EGF receptor structure and function are the 
same in every tissue; the receptor has been identified and/or characterized in only a 
limited number of tissues to date. As previously mentioned, the molecular weight of 
the receptor from several sources (liver, skin fibroblasts, placenta, brain, kidney, and 
A-431 cells) has been estimated to be 170K MW [75,125,129,150]. The A-431 cell 
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receptor actually migrates slightly slower and somewhat more diffusely than the 
fibroblast receptor in SDS polyacrylamide gels [129]. This is probably due to altered 
carbohydrate processing of the receptor in A-431 cells where an extra blood sugar 
group has been added [ 1511. Altered carbohydrate processing has also been observed 
for LDL receptors in this cell line [ 1521. 

Functional differences have also been observed between receptors from A-43 1 
cells versus normal cells. The presence of detergent interferes with EGF binding to 
liver or placenta [ 125 , 1531 whereas with A-43 1 receptors it does so to a lesser degree 
[ 1541. Nevertheless, EGF Stimulation of phosphorylation and receptor binding to an 
EGF column does occur in the presence of detergent, indicating their effect may be 
predominantly on affinity [91 , 1251. It is not clear whether differential carbohydrate 
processing in A-431 cell causes this functional difference; it seems unlikely since 
nonterminally glycosylated EGF-EGF receptor complexes from A 4 3  1 cells are pre- 
cipitated by polyethylene glycol to the same extent as fully glycosylated receptors 
[ 1551. Heat-inactivation kinetics of kinase activity is also altered in the A-43 1 cell. In 
placental membranes only 32% of kinase activity is lost after ten minutes at 45°C as 
compared to 60 % in A 4 3  1 cells [80,150]. Placental membranes also have a decreased 
capacity to phosphorylate exogenous substrates [ 1501. Further comparisons with 
kinase activity of the purified receptor from other cell types are necessary before 
further conclusions about receptor heterogeneity may be made. 

EGF RECEPTOR SYNTHESIS 

As with EGF, several biosynthetic events can be predicted from examining the 
mRNA sequence [ 132,1361. A stretch of hydrophobic amino acids resembling a signal 
peptide is observed between residues minus 22 and minus 3 resulting in the translation 
of the mRNA at the endoplasmic reticulum. Another stretch of hydrophobic amino 
acids (residues 622-644) followed by several basic amino acids probably define the 
transmembrane domain (Fig. 1B). 

In pulse-chase experiments the receptor is first observed as a 160K protein in 
both A431 carcinoma cells and normal skin fibroblasts [ 129,139,1401. This form has 
immature “high-mannose” carbohydrate chains which are most likely cotranslation- 
ally attached. Studies using tunicamycin or glucosamine inhibitors of glycosylation, 
or endoglycosidase H digestion, revealed a core protein of 130K [ 137,139,1401. The 
immature high-mannose form of the protein is converted relatively slowly to the 
mature form with a half-life of 1.7 hrs. At this step, terminal glycosylation takes 
place with fucose and galactose becoming incorporated into the molecule [ 1291. 
Phosphorylation of the EGF receptor occurs at any stage of its maturation, including 
the 130K form produced in the presence of inhibitors, both in vivo and in vitro. 
Although phosphorylation of the 160K precursor form as well as a tunicamycin- 
produced 130K form of the receptor was stimulated by EGF in whole cells [139,140] 
it is unclear whether the phosphorylation was intra- or intermolecular. The EGF 
receptor obtains the capacity to bind EGF some time after translation of the molecule 
but before terminal glycosylation with a time frame consistent with processing in the 
Golgi [ 1381. The use of inhibitors to prevent cotranslational glycosylation prevents 
the acquisition of binding activity [ 137,1381. It is not clear whether cotranslational 
glycosylation is necessary for correct folding of the receptor or for directing the 
molecule to the Golgi or is directly involved in ligand binding. 
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During investigations of the biosynthesis of the EGF receptor, a soluble form 
of receptor which binds to EGF was found to be secreted from A-431 cells [156, 
1571. The molecular weight of the soluble receptor is 105K and appears to be identical 
to the membrane-bound receptor except that it is missing the transmembrane and 
cytoplasmic domains. As would be expected from the absence of the cytoplasmic 
domain, the secreted receptor does not have kinase activity nor is it a substrate of the 
EGF-stimulated kinase. 

HOMOLOGY OF THE EGF RECEPTOR WITH THE V-ERB-B TRANSFORMING 
P ROT El N 

The v-erbB transforming protein from avian erythroblastosis virus resembles a 
truncated EGF receptor missing the binding portion which would be homologous to 
the secreted EGF receptor described above [ 1361. The transforming protein shares 
95% homology with the human EGF receptor and may even share greater homology 
to the chicken EGF receptor. Recent work has shown that the v-erb-B protein 
possesses kinase activity [ 158,1591. Since the v-erb-B protein is responsible for 
cellular transformation activity of the avian erythroblastosis virus, it might have been 
expected that its protein kinase activity would be in a permanently activated state; 
however, measurement of its kinase activity with an artificial substrate indicates that 
it has a basal level of kinase activity [159]. This low level of tyrosine kinase activity 
is reflected by the barely detectable increase in phosphotyrosine levels in erythroblas- 
tosis-virus-infected cells [ 160-1621. 

The EGF receptor also shares structural homology (approximately 25 %) with 
proteins encoded by the src family of oncogenes (src, abl, fis, yes, fgr,  and ros). 
More importantly, they also share functional homology. This includes not only the 
capacity to phosphorylate tyrosyl residues but also the specificity for protein sub- 
strates both in vitro and in vivo [reviewed in 163-1651. Since the expression of tyrosyl 
kinases is associated with rapid cell growth, it seems likely that one or more of their 
substrates must be important regulators of cell growth. An intensive search is now 
underway in several laboratories in order to identify a growth regulatory substrate. 

OVERALL PERSPECTIVE 

A role for hormones and their receptors in the process of cellular transformation 
is becoming more and more evident. In addition to the homologies of EGF and its 
receptor to transforming proteins already discussed, homologies have also been 
observed with the oncogene product of v-fis, with the macrophage-colony-stimulat- 
ing factor receptor, v-sis with platelet-derived growth factor, and the oncogene 
product of ras with G proteins (GTP-binding proteins which transduce a hormone 
binding signal to adenyl cyclase) [ 166-1691. These associations help explain the 
cellular specificity for some of the oncogenes. For example, the oncogene product of 
v-sis is inactive in those cells which do not have platelet-derived growth factor 
receptors [ 1701. 

It is actually not too surprising that hormonal systems are activated by onco- 
genes. Cell growth and division is a highly complex process requiring coordination 
of cellular metabolism. Growth factors already have the capacity to orchestrate these 
processes. Thus oncogene products which mimic the growth factor, the activated 
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form of its receptor, or its second messengers should enable the host cell to divide 
rapidly yet remain viable. 
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